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LIVE LARGE

Driving the Outlander is such a liberating experience, you would be forgiven for
concluding the benefits of ownership end there. But Mitsubishi Motors’ spirited
approach to automotive design means you can always expect more. Outlander’s wide
array of genuine accessories opens up the possibility of creating a completely
individual aesthetic and comfort level. Build a space that will make everyday
driving fun again and turn your longer road trips into dream getaways.
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Outlander Turbo shown with 
front styling kit, chromed 
grille inserts, side 
protection moulding and 
chromed mirror covers.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN

There’s something special about Outlander - particularly now the Turbo has
joined the line-up - elegant styling uniquely combined with sporty accents.
Though it is difficult to improve on the result, you can still add your own 
personal touches. The varied exterior programme including a Turbo pack, 
especially designed for the Outlander Turbo, exhaust finisher, chromed 
accessories and alloy wheels will get you started.



Exhaust finisher
Stainless steel.

For Invite and 
Intense version. 

MZ312823
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Rear door garnish
Chrome look.
MZ312835

Door handles
Chromed.

To replace the original door
handles.

Front and rear, set of 4.
MZ312803

Mirror covers
Chromed.
To replace the original door
mirror covers.
MZ576010EX

Turbo pack
Includes entry guards "Outlander Turbo", 

textile mat set and sports muffler with double pipe.
For Turbo version, LHD only. 

MZ313560 

EXTERIOR STYLING
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Front styling kit
Includes styling plate and mesh grille.
MME31411

Grille inserts
Chromed.
MZ313443

Alloy wheel - 17"
5 spoke MME31300

Alloy wheel - 16"
5 spoke MZ556404EX

Wheel nut 
MR455707

Lockable wheel nuts
Alloy wheels can be 
protected against theft 
with lockable wheel nuts.

Please see the quick 
reference list for details.

Alloy wheel - 17"
5 split spoke MME31301

Note: Alloy wheels
MME31300 and MME31301 
are not available in all
countries. Please check
with your dealer.

Fender extension
Supplied in Medium Silver.

Cannot be combined 
with mudguards.

For Invite version only. 
MME31405

Side protection
moulding

Grey MZ313349
Black MZ313348

EXTERIOR STYLING
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STYLE THAT STUNS

In the Outlander’s intuitively designed interior, form and function come together
in an ideal union. Soft shapes and curves contribute to occupant physical comfort
at the same time they establish a feeling of spaciousness. Controls are located
for optimum accessibility, while other features, like air vents, are placed in
countering positions, producing a sense of balance. To this, you may add your own
distinct style by choosing among an array of thoughtful accessories, from silver
coloured interior accents to a DVD rear seat entertainment system or of course,
audio/navigation equipment.

INTERIOR STYLING & 
IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

Outlander Turbo shown with sports
muffler from Turbo pack, rear door
garnish, side protection moulding
and chromed mirror covers.
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Mobile phone cradles
Cradles are available for various types of mobile phones. 
Please ask your dealer for more information.

Mobile phone antenna (no ill.)
Window antenna. Dual band patch antenna for GSM 900 & 1800 net.
MZ313140

Note: Mobile phone car kit consists of mobile phone console, 
- hands free base kit, - cradle and - antenna.

Interior decoration kit
"Piano Black". 

Includes beltline- and
power window switch 

panels.
For Intense version, 

LHD only.
MZ313327

Sports pedals
Aluminium brushed. 

For m/t, LHD only (set of 3 pcs)
MZ313080

For a/t (set of 2 pcs) 
MME31455

Note: Aluminium pedals are standard on Turbo version.

Interior decoration kit
Brushed silver. 
Includes beltline- and
power window switch 
panels.
For Turbo version, 
LHD only.
MZ312844

Gear shift knob
Leather.
Standard on Intense and
Turbo version.
For LHD only.
MZ312056 

Door accents
Silver colour, set of 4.
Garnish for door 
speakers and door 
handles. 
Requires 2 sets for 4 doors.
MZ312831

Mobile phone console
Incl. wiring harness.
No airbag interference!
LHD only.
MZ313366

Mobile phone hands free base kit
Includes switchbox, microphone and base plate (cradle needs to be clicked into the base plate). 
MZ313137

INTERIOR STYLING & IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT
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DVD rear seat 
entertainment system
7" LCD/TFT (detachable)
monitor, DVD player, 
compatible with CD, CD-R,
CD-RW, MP3, Jpeg. 
Kit includes a 220V
adapter (for use with the
DVD unit only: at home, on
holiday, etc.), video cable,
remote control and 2 
wireless headphones. 
For further details, 
please ask your dealer.
MME31401

Installation kit
MME31415

MP54
RDS-EON radio, DigiCeiver, MP3 player, CD/CD-R/
CD-RW player, CD changer control, telephone 
auto-muting and flip release panel, 4 x 50W. 
MME31420

MP35
RDS-EON radio, MP3 playback from CD-ROM and CD-RW,
CD/CD-R/CD-RW player, CD changer control, telephone 
auto-muting and flip release panel, 4 x 45W. 
MME31492

MEX-850
RDS-EON radio, CD player, CD changer control, telephone mute
preparation and detachable front panel, 4 x 40W. 
Standard equipped with Jazz Black front panel.
MZ312636

Coloured front panels for MEX-850 
Please see the quick reference list.

E2
Arrow type navigation, RDS-EON radio, DigiCeiver, MP3 player,
CD/CD-R/CD-RW player, CD changer control, telephone 
auto-muting and flip release panel, 4 x 50W. CD music play 
is possible while navigation is in use thanks to the internal
memory with corridor-function.
MME31440

Digital road maps (CD-ROM) for E2
Please see the quick reference list.

Tweeter set
Standard on Intense and
Turbo version.
MZ312804

Remote control for E2,
MP54 and MP35
To be mounted on the 
steering wheel.
MME31318

10 Disc CD changer
Applicable to E2, 
MP54 and MP35.

MME31306

Applicable to MEX-850.
MZ312569

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT
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Outlander interior with
Comfort textile mats, entry

guards and shift knob.

Sun-glasses holder
MZ312296

Textile mat sets 
Front and rear set.

Manual transmission, LHD
Classic MZ312828
Comfort MZ312829
Elegance MZ312830

Automatic transmission,
LHD

For Invite and Intense 
version

Classic MZ312962
Elegance MZ312963

Automatic transmission,
RHD

For Invite and Intense 
version

Classic MZ312964
Elegance MZ312965

Side window 
deflectors 
Front doors.
MZ312836

Entry guards 
Stainless steel, 

front door set. 
Standard on Intense and

Turbo version.
MZ312805

Storage bag/
backpack
MZ313119

Seat storage bag
MZ312731

Cool/hot box
Portable 12V powered cool/
hot box. 220V ~ 12V adapter

is available (optional).
Suitable for 1.5 litre bottles.

Capacity 14 litres.
MZ313057

Rubber mat sets
Front and rear set.

Manual transmission, LHD 
MZ313187

Automatic transmission, LHD
MZ313199

COMFORT

A CLASS BY ITSELF

Your Outlander is the perfect combination of refined elegance
and all-road ruggedness. Take it for a cruise over avenues.
Take it off-pavement to the summer cottage. You’re assured of
arriving in style with no sacrifice to safety or comfort levels.
Outlander’s masterful blend of efficient exterior dimensions
and interior flexibility places it in an SUV class all its own.
And to make your ride even more comfortable, we offer a wide
range of genuine accessories.
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SAFETY & PROTECTION

Outlander Turbo shown with 
front styling kit and chromed 
mirror covers.

SAFETY FIRST

For Mitsubishi Motors, safety is of paramount concern, and the design of your
Outlander is proof. Several active and passive safety standards ensure both driver
and passengers will enjoy a safe journey every day. Depending on the wishes and
needs of its owner, the Outlander can also be equipped with a number of extra
safety features. So everyone, including small children and the family pet, can
count on a comfortable and safe drive. All accessories have been especially
developed for the Outlander so both fit and safety are unsurpassed.



First aid kit
MZ312958
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Fog lamp kit 
Projector type.
Standard on Turbo 
version.
MZ313365

Separation rack 
Black-coated steel.
Top part coverage.
MZ313323

Bumper corner protectors
Front set 
MZ312642

Rear parking assistance "RPA42"
Assists reversing with audible distance indication. Sensors

can be painted in body colour. Set of 4 rear sensors.
MZ312978

Bumper corner protectors
Rear set 

MZ312643

Rear bumper protection foil
MZ312833

Mudguards
Front set

For Invite version
MZ380265EX

For Intense and Turbo version
MZ380291EX

Rear set
MZ380292EX

Child safety seat 
''Duo'' (ISOFIX)
For children between 8
months and 4 years old.
MZ312796

Child safety seat 
''Lord'' 

For children between 8
months and 4 years old.

MZ312745

Child safety seat 
''Baby-Safe'' 

For babies up to 15 months
and 13 kgs.
MZ312807

Child safety seat 
''Kid'' 

For children between 
3- to 12 years of age.

MZ312808

Warning triangle
MZ312957

Safety kit
Includes first aid kit 
and warning triangle.

MZ312959

SAFETY & PROTECTION
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TRANSPORT & LEISURE

Outlander shown with roof carrier,
kayak carrier, chromed mirror covers 
and door handles, side protection
moulding, rear door garnish,
exhaust finisher and alloy wheels.

NO LIMITS TO LEISURE

Got places to go, people to see? Whether your journey is spontaneous or planned,
Outlander will get you - and all your luggage and gear - to your destination in
style. Experience the sensation of travelling without limitations or crowding. The
bike carriers and cargo net your dealer offers are just a start. Outlander’s range of
roof carriers and towbars, fixed and detachable, enable you to relax in comfort
while transporting almost anything you like.



Roof carrier
With integrated lock for roof
rail applications. 
Max. loading capacity 80
kg. (incl. weight of carriers)

Aluminium MZ313350
Black steel MZ313351

Roof carrier
With integrated lock for roof
moulding applications.
Max. loading capacity 65
kg. (incl. weight of carriers)

Black steel MZ312810
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Bike carrier 
Aluminium.

With integrated lock. 
All settings can be adjusted at roof height.

MZ313538

Load stops
Movable load stops to match the roof carrier exactly to the
load you are transporting. Use the tie-down straps to secure
the load in position.
MZ312469

Tie-down strap
MZ311382

Ski- / snowboard carrier
With integrated lock. 

For max. four pairs of skis or two snowboards.
MZ311974

Ski carrier (no ill.)
Four holders for two pairs of skis.

MZ535809

Bike carrier 
Black-coated steel.
With integrated lock. 
MZ312791

Luggage carrier 
Black-coated steel.
With adjustable ends to provide a flat surface for long loads. 
Dimensions: 75 x 100 cm.
MZ535826

Luggage carrier 
Aluminium.

Surrounded by a protective frame. 
Dimensions: 104 x 132 cm.

MZ312468

Kayak- / surfboard 
carrier
Including two tie-down
straps.
MZ313537

Paddle- / mast holder
(no ill.)
MZ311381

Some of the roof carriers
appearing in this brochure
may differ from the models
available in your market.

PLAYTIME

Getting away from it all is part of the bargain. As hard as you
work at the office, you play harder during your leisure hours.
When the urge strikes, you are able to pack up and go with
minimal effort and maximum enjoyment. Is this a dream? 
No, it’s life with your Outlander. Mitsubishi Motors did its part
by creating a new kind of sportswagon-SUV crossover that’s as
much fun to drive in the city as the country. Now it’s your turn
- fire up your engine and drive!

TRANSPORT & LEISURE



Exterior styling Page 4 - 9
Mirror covers, set of 2 MZ576010EX
Door handles, set of 4 MZ312803
Rear door garnish MZ312835
Exhaust finisher, for Invite and Intense MZ312823
Turbo pack, for Turbo MZ313560
Front styling kit MME31411
Chromed grille inserts MZ313443
Fender extension, for Invite MME31405
Side protection moulding:
- grey MZ313349
- black MZ313348
Alloy wheels:
- 16", 5 spoke MZ556404EX
- 17", 5 spoke MME31300
- 17", 5 split spoke MME31301
Wheel nut for MZ556404EX (1 pce) MR455707
Lockable wheel nuts (4 pcs):
- for MZ556404EX MZ312695
- for MME31300/MME31301 MZ312693

Interior styling & In-car entertainment Page 10 - 15
Mobile phone accessories:
- mobile phone console, LHD MZ313366
- hands free base kit MZ313137
- mobile phone cradles  Please ask your dealer
- window antenna (no ill.) MZ313140
Interior decoration kit, for LHD only:
- brushed silver MZ312844
- Piano Black MZ313327
Gear shift knob, leather, LHD MZ312056
Door accents, silver colour, set of 4 MZ312831
Sports pedals (3 pcs), m/t, LHD MZ313080
Sports pedals (2 pcs), a/t MME31455
Tweeter set MZ312804
Remote control, for E2, MP54 and MP35 MME31318
E2 navigation/radio/MP3/CD-player MME31440
Digital road maps (CD-ROM) for E2 (no ill.):
- Austria, Switzerland MME31441
- Benelux (Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg) MME31442
- Czech Republic, Poland MME31443
- France MME31444
- Germany MME31445
- Great Britain, Ireland MME31446
- Greece MME31447
- Italy MME31448
- Portugal, Spain MME31449
- Scandinavia (Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland) MME31450
MP54 radio/MP3/CD-player MME31420
MP35 radio/MP3 playback/CD-player MME31492
MEX-850 radio/CD player MZ312636
Coloured front panels for MEX-850 (no ill.):
- Boom Box Carbon MZ312683
- Sonic Silver MZ312684
- Urban Grey MZ312685
- Opera Marble MZ312690
- Jazz Black (standard) MZ312691
- protection case for coloured panels MZ312692
DVD rear seat entertainment system MME31401
Installation kit for rear seat entertainment MME31415
10 Disc CD changer:
- applicable to E2, MP54 and MP35 MME31306
- applicable to MEX-850 MZ312569
Adapter cables (no ill.):
- to install E2, MP54 and MP35 MME31305
- for 10 disc CD changer (MZ312569) MZ594714

Comfort Page 16 - 17
Side window deflectors, front doors MZ312836
Cool/hot box MZ313057
Cool/hot box accessories:
- adapter 220V ~ 12V MZ313058
- adapter with UK plug MZ313059
- battery guard MZ313060
Sun-glasses holder MZ312296
Installation material for sun-glasses holder (no ill.) MR975728
Seat storage bag MZ312731
Storage bag/backpack MZ313119

Textile mat sets, set of 4:
- manual transmission, LHD:

- Classic, anthracite, needle felt MZ312828
- Comfort, anthracite, velours MZ312829
- Elegance, anthracite, velours MZ312830

- automatic transmission, LHD:
- Classic, anthracite, needle felt MZ312962
- Elegance, anthracite, velours MZ312963

- automatic transmission, RHD:
- Classic, anthracite, needle felt MZ312964
- Elegance, anthracite, velours MZ312965

Rubber mat set, set of 4:
- manual transmission, LHD MZ313187
- automatic transmission, LHD MZ313199
Entry guards, front door set MZ312805
Keyless entry (no ill.) MZ312802
Ashtray, RHD only (no ill.) MR962039

Safety & protection Page 18 - 21
Parking assistance, set of 4 rear sensors MZ312978
Rear bumper protection foil MZ312833
Bumper corner protector set, rear MZ312643
Bumper corner protector set, front MZ312642
Fog lamp kit, projector type MZ313365
Separation rack MZ313323
Mudguards, front set:
- for Invite MZ380265EX
- for Intense and Turbo MZ380291EX
Mudguards, rear set MZ380292EX
Child safety seats:
- "Baby-Safe", < 15 months MZ312807
- "Lord", 8 months - 4 years MZ312745
- "Duo" (ISOFIX), 8 months - 4 years MZ312796
- "Kid", 3 - 12 years MZ312808
Safety kit MZ312959
Warning triangle MZ312957
First aid kit MZ312958

Transport & leisure Page 22 - 26
Load stops (4 pcs) MZ312469
Tie-down strap (1 pce) MZ311382
Bike carrier, aluminium MZ313538
Bike carrier, black-coated steel MZ312791
Luggage carrier, aluminium MZ312468
Luggage carrier, black-coated steel MZ535826
Roof carriers:
- black steel, on roof moulding MZ312810
- black steel, on roof rail MZ313351
- aluminium, on roof rail MZ313350
Adapter for aluminium roof carrier:
- for luggage carriers (MZ312468/MZ535826) MZ313061
- for ski-/snowboard carrier (MZ311974) MZ313062
Ski-/snowboard carrier MZ311974
Ski carrier (no ill.) MZ535809
Kayak-/surfboard carrier MZ313537
Paddle-/mast holder (no ill.) MZ311381
Cargo net MZ312254
Trunk tray MZ312827
Towbars:
- detachable type MZ312826
- fixed type MZ312824
- flange type MZ312825
Towbar wiring (no ill.):
- 7 pin MZ312869
- 7 pin, incl. C2 module MZ312870
- 7 pin, 12S universal harness, RHD MZ312327
- 13 pin MZ312871
- 13 pin, incl. C2 module, excl. socket MZ312872
- 13 pin socket MZ311261
- adapter socket from 13 to 7 pin MZ312649
- rear parking assistance cut-off

(required for MZ312869/MZ312871) MZ312869R1

Touch-up paint (no ill.)   Please ask your dealer

QUICK REFERENCE LIST
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Cargo net
MZ312254

Trunk tray
MZ312827

Towbar 
Detachable
MZ312826

Towbar 
Fixed 
MZ312824

Towbar 
Flange 
MZ312825

7- or 13-pin towbar wiring
kits are available.

Please see the quick 
reference list for details.

TRANSPORT & LEISURE


